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MAXWELLIAN CONCEPTS OF MAGNETRO-ELECTRODYNAMICS AND THE
REALITY OF MED ENERGY PRODUCING DEVICES
Tom Day
Sam D. Ellis, Inc.
Fulton, Missouri
Abstract
"We can scarcely avoid the inference that light consists in the
transverse undulations of the same medium which is the cause of
electric and magnetic phenomena." (1)
INTRODUCTION

for the roots of MED.

When Michael Faraday

The conversion of raw energy forms to useful

died in 1867, Maxwell was 36 years old and

forms is indeed a long historical trail of

well into supportive work with studies of

significant efforts and results.

the vortiginous nature of magnetic lines

Today's

energy RD & D directions are tapering toward

of force.

the simplicity of energy conversion and a

and pragmatist in electric energy associa

realistic look at how nature converts one

tions with magnetic fields, Maxwell was the

energy form into another to promote life

tinkerer and statistician of magnetic energy

and stability within a given system.

associations with electric fields.

The

Where Faraday was the tinkerer

more complex we make our physical energy
Maxwell went beyond the Mossotti contention
convertors, the more inefficient they become
of gravity-emf connections and simplified
by wasting more energy than they produce in
this significant era when he stated,
the conversion multi-process.
"Magneto-electric phenomena are
due to the existence of matter
under certain conditions of motion
or of pressure in every part of
the magnetic field, and not to
direct action at a distance between
magnets or (electric) currents." (2)

MED (Magnetroelectrodynamics) is the direct
conversion of magnetic energy to electric
energy without the thermal interface.

It

is rightfully the spirited product of one

In the light of paralleling energy technol

James Clerk Maxwell, the Scottish physicist

ogy developments, this is when the Edison

and naturalist of the 1860's who sired the

split took place.

Electromagnetic Theory of Light and helped

Thomas Alva Edison, who literally lifted

launch the field of Quantum Mechanics.

his country out of the dark ages of the post

The American inventor,

civil war era with the incandescent light
In order to go forward we must go backward
bulb and founded the electric utility
in a brief historical excursion searching
54

industry.

On the Edison side of the split,

and commercial endeavors.

The one thing I

the magnetic field is static, non-conductive

wish to accomplish today is to break the

and definitive.

Tinkertoy barrier of magnetic materials and

On the Maxwell side of the

split, the magnetic field is dynamic, elastic

suggest their potential value in an area of

and in constant motion with many unknowns.

more worthy consideration:

The Edison processes flourished because of a

alternative.

an energy

commanding lead in technology developments
My problem at this time is where do I begin.
and was accelerated by popular acceptance;
How can I condense 16 years of off-and-on
few, if any, unknowns existed at the time.
work from 12 notebooks of an individual bent
Maxwell was stymied with the mechanics of
into one 30 minute lecture?

It is obviously

the rotating magnetical vortex and the
physically impossible.

I have decided to

proof-testing necessary to demonstrate the
begin with a show of slides followed with a
conductivity process of magnetic lines of
brief demonstration.
force of an external field.

Either due to

more lucrative scientific pursuits or his

Slide 1.

Newton's Magnetic Effluvia and
the CRT

Slide 2.

Magnetic pole face plumesNorthing

Slide 3.

Magnetic pole face plumesSouthing

Slide 4.

Plume combo

Scientific and engineering developments

Slide 5.

The "Barbar Pole" vortex

continued to evolve with Maxwell's work;

Slide 6.

The Edison Split

untimely death in 1879 caused by abdominal
cancer at the age of 47, the energy associa
tions were incomplete, thus a competing
energy technology was never developed.

radio, color television, radar, microwave
cooking are a few of the contemporary

I am also going to make an attempt today to

realities which originated from the efforts

estimate a cost spectrum for electric

and creative thinking of Maxwell.

power production.

Statisti

cal Physics, Cybernetics, Vector analysis,

(Figure 1.)

Conclusion

Topology, and Color Optics are some of the

The future of MED in a competitive world of

learning tools which bear the Maxwell mark.

energy cartels and turbulent thermal resource

Maxwell's belief in the cross-fertilization

transitions is like a small, quiet flicker

of the physical sciences was his origin of

ing light against a vast sea of noises and

insight into the visible and invisible

energy uncertainties.

dynamics of natural phenomenon.

type construction will help expand this

Continuing MED proto

relatively new energy technology into a com
Now let us go forward in time. Magnetic
petitive energy resource option.
materials and toy magnets have long been
laboratory curiosities and the foundation
for many hanging, bouncing, holding gadgets

Figure 1.

Cost Spectrum for Electric Power Production

Identification

kWe level

Solar-Nio (Kagawa) Japan

2-500

Comp Date

$/kWe

1980

49,700.00

(3)
(4)

Solar-Sandrian Project

10

1979

39,000.00

Solar-Barstow Project

100

1981

12,000.00
?

Nuclear-Fusion

Multiple

1000+

2000

MHD

Multiple

100

1980

5,000.00+

MED

Multiple

10

1980

2,000.00+

Nuclear Breeder

Multiple

700MWe+

Present

1,500.00

Nuclear Fission

Multiple

1000MWe+

Present

1,000.00

Coal Fired

Multiple

600MWe+

Present

850.00
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